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Materials for slides and reading for this week
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} Kanehisa, M. (2013). Chemical and genomic 
evolution of enzyme-catalyzed reaction 
networks. FEBS letters, 587(17), 2731-2737.

} Hattori, M., Okuno, Y., Goto, S., & Kanehisa, M. (2003). 
Development of a chemical structure comparison method 
for integrated analysis of chemical and genomic 
information in the metabolic pathways. Journal of the 
American Chemical Society, 125(39), 11853-11865.



Bio Basics: 
From Gene Regulatory Networks to Metabolic Networks
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Example: Engineering a minimal E. Coli cell to 
maximize the production of ethanol
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Trinh et al., 
Applied and 

Environmental 
Microbiology,

June 2008
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KEGG Database
} Started in 1995 as the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and 

Genomes (KEGG) database project under the then ongoing 
Human Genome Program in Japan

} Original concept
} create a reference knowledge base of metabolism and other 

cellular processes from published literature
} Why? use for biological interpretation of genome sequence 

data.
} How? Create maps of metabolism and annotate with 

information
} Examples:

¨ glycolysis è Map 1
¨ citrate acid (TCA) cycle è Map 2
¨ pentose phosphate pathway è Map 3 5



Metabolism: Glycolysis
} A catabolic, anaerobic process in which glucose (6 

carbons) is degraded to pyruvate (3 carbons); net profit: 2 
ATP.  
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Glycolysis 
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glycolysis



KEGG Map for Glycolysis 
http://www.genome.jp/kegg-
bin/show_pathway?map=map00010&show_description=show

} Reference Pathway
} Organism-specific pathway
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http://www.genome.jp/kegg-bin/show_pathway?map=map00010&show_description=show
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KEGG now
} Integrate Chemistry and Genomics where maps represent 

different types of networks:
} chemical networks of how small molecules are converted 

} Small molecules have molecular weight < 900 daltons,  organic, and regulate 
biological process

} genomic network of how genome-encoded enzymes are connected to 
catalyze consecutive reactions

} Maps link:
} Compounds – represented as circles
} Reactions –represented as boxes with two identifiers

¨ the reaction identifier (R number) 
¨ one or more KO identifiers (K numbers)

} Yes, we can think of this as a graph, with nodes representing compounds 
and edges representing reactions 10



Compounds
} Fields that explain or link each

entry

} Let’s look at representation
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http://www.genome.jp/dbget-bin/www_bget?C00022

mailto:http://www.genome.jp/dbget-bin/www_bget?C00022


Mol Files
} List of atoms
} List of bonds
} 2D or 3D spatial coordinates
} Counts of the number of atoms and bonds
} Attributes associated with atoms (charge) or bonds 

(dashes/wedged bonds,..) 
} Attributes associated with an entire structure (e.g. net 

charge)
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Example Mol file for Pyruvate
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#atoms

#bonds #chiral? 0=n, 1=y

File format

All other entries on this line are obsolete



Example Mol file for Pyruvate
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x, y, z coordinates Atom types

Non-standard isotope, charge, valence, etc.
Often not used)



Example Mol file for Pyruvate
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First atom
Row number

Second atom
row number

bond type

Bond stereochemistry

1
2 3 4

6

5

.. Many other nuances… See the standard



Pros/Cons of Mol files?
} Pros

} Descriptive
} 3D spatial info
} Bond info **

} Cons
} Non-compact
} Missing H info
} Inefficient for search
} ? For computing bond 

breaking energy
} Molecular properties like 

hydrophobia, ..
} Chirality info is not 

sufficent?
} Amenable to 

transformation operations
} Extendable
} 16



KCF (KEGG Chemical Function) Format 
} Molecules are represented as graphs consisting of non-

hydrogen atoms as vertices and bonds as edges
} To encode the molecular environment, vertices (atoms) 

of KCF are labeled by the 68 KEGG Atom types
} three-letter labels of the KEGG atoms, such as “ C1a” 

meaning a methyl carbon, represent the hierarchical 
classification of atom environments. 

} first, the second, and the third letters of the labels 
are referred to as the “ atom species” , the “ atom 
classes”, and the “ KEGG atoms”
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KEGG Atom Types for C species
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KEGG Atom types for C species
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KEGG Atom Types for Amine
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KEGG Atom Types for N
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Other KEGG 
Atom Types
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Full Listing of KEGG Atom Types
} http://www.genome.jp/kegg/reaction/KCF.html

} Detailed drawings:
Hattori, Masahiro, et al. "Development of a chemical 
structure comparison method for integrated analysis of 
chemical and genomic information in the metabolic 
pathways." Journal of the American Chemical Society 125.39 
(2003): 11853-11865.
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http://www.genome.jp/kegg/reaction/KCF.html


KCF Files
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Pros/Cons of KCF format
} H becomes more clear
} Searching for small(++) 

patterns becomes a lot 
easier

} Cons
} Z-coordinates are not 

present
} Global patterns
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Reactions
} Reactions –represented in maps as boxes with identifiers

¨ EC numbers
¨ one or more KO identifiers (K numbers)
¨ the reaction identifier (R number) 

} Reaction entry:
} Name
} Definition: Formula in english
} Equation
} Reaction Class (RC)
} Enzyme
} Pathway
} Orthology
} Other DBs
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Example reaction: PEP < -- > Pyruvate
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http://www.genome.jp/dbget-bin/www_bget?R00200

http://www.genome.jp/dbget-bin/www_bget?R00200


Enzyme Commission (EC) Classes
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Enzyme_Commission_number



Enzyme Commission (EC) Numbers
} Every enzyme code consists of the letters "EC" followed by four numbers 

separated by periods. Those numbers represent a progressively finer 
classification of the enzyme. Preliminary EC numbers exist and have an 'n' 
as part of the fourth (serial) digit (e.g. EC 3.5.1.n3).

} For example, the tripeptide aminopeptidases have the code "EC 3.4.11.4", 
whose components indicate the following groups of enzymes:

} EC 3 enzymes are hydrolases (enzymes that use water to break up some 
other molecule)

} EC 3.4 are hydrolases that act on peptide bonds
} EC 3.4.11 are those hydrolases that cleave off the amino-terminal amino 

acid from a polypeptide
} EC 3.4.11.4 are those that cleave off the amino-terminal end from a 

tripeptide
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Enzyme_Commission_number



KEGG Orthology
} The KEGG Orthology (KO) system is a collection of 

manually defined ortholog groups (KO entries) for all 
proteins and functional RNAs that appear in the KEGG 
pathway maps

} What is an ortholog?
} Genes in different species evolved from a common ancestral 

gene
} Typically retain same function 
} Identification of orthologs allow prediction of gene function
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KEGG Orthology
} When a pathway map is drawn based on experimental 

observations in specific organisms, additional manual 
work is performed for generalizing gene information from 
those specific organisms to other organisms. 
} Assign KO entries to the map objects (boxes) and, when 

necessary, by defining a new KO entry and creating a 
corresponding set of orthologous genes from available 
genomes. 

} Each KO entry also represents a sequence similarity group. 
} This allows computational assignment of KO identifiers in 

newly determined genomes and metagenomes by sequence 
comparison, which may then be used for KEGG pathway 
mapping (reconstruction) analysis
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KEGG REACTION CLASSES
} Classify reactions based on chemical structure transformation pattern of 

substrate-products pairs (reaction pairs, or RPAIRS)
} Transformation coded using an RDM (Reaction center, Difference, Match) 

pattern
} Ex: Acetyl-CoA + L-Glutamate <=> CoA + N-Acetyl-L-glutamate
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A reaction consists of multiple reactant pairs, 
and the one that appears on the KEGG 
metabolic pathway map is called the main 
pair

Currently, the reaction class is defined for each 
unique RDM pattern or a unique combination 
of RDM patters when more than one reaction 
center is identified for a reactant pair.



Example RCLASS: RC00064
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Creating RCLASSES
1. Reactant pairs are defined as one-to-one relationships of substrate-

product pairs by considering the reaction type (as classified by the EC 
system) and the flow of atoms.

2. Structure transformation patterns are computed, manually curated, and 
represented by the so-called RDM patterns of KEGG atom type 
changes. 

3. The identity of RDM patterns for the main reactant pairs, i.e., the 
reactant pairs that appear in the KEGG pathway maps, is used to 
define KEGG reaction class [8]. The resulting KEGG reaction class 
(identified by RC number) is like an ortholog group of reactions 
defined by localized structural changes and accommodating global 
structural differences of reactants.
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Connecting the Chemical and Genetic 
information
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KEGG MODULES
} Each KEGG module (identified by M number) is manually defined as a 

collection of KO identifiers. 
} Historically, when complete genome sequences first became available, 

enzyme gene clusters on the chromosome that encode consecutive 
reaction steps in the metabolic pathways were extracted. 

} The positional correlation of operon-like structures is not always observed, 
but when it exists, at least, in certain organism groups, as is the case for 
many KEGG pathway modules, it well supports the definition of functional 
units.

} Conserved subnetworks of the K number network
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Example 
KEGG Module
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KEGG REACTION MODULES (New in KEGG!)
} Relies only on the chemistry of reactions without using 

information about genes and proteins.
} There exists chemical units containing chemical logic 

of organic reactions 
} Reaction modules (RMs) used in combination as 

building blocks for a metabolic pathway
} Useful to create RMs using RC (not R)
} Conserved reaction sequences that use the RC number 

network
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Example-
Reaction Modules are used as building blocks 
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} RM are used as building blocks in 
map01210, 2-Oxocarboxylic acid 
metabolism:
} 8 molecules (highlighted in yellow) 

are 2-Oxocarboxylic acids

} Acted on by RM001 (vertical down 
arrows) that correspond to different 
M modules.

} RM001 increases the 2-
oxocarboxylic acid chain length by 
one using acetyl-CoA as a carbon 
source

} RM033 and RM032 are very similar 
in function (reductive amination, 
converting a carbonyl group to an 
amine via an intermediate imine)



Correspondence of chemical and genomic 
modules
} Even though defined 

based on different 
properties: there is 
correspondence 
between reaction 
modules (RC Modules) 
and KEGG pathway 
modules (called KO 
modules).

} Example RC module 
RM001 == KO module 
M00010
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Example reaction module RM001
http://www.genome.jp/kegg/reaction/rm001.html
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• All three 
transformational 
mechanism (01, 02, and 
03 in red boxes) 
perform 2-
Oxocaboxylic acid chain 
extension by 
tricarboxylic acid 
pathway

• Clicking on the listings 
on the left (00020, 
00300, etc.) brings up 
these units highlighted 
on a KEGG pathway 
map

• Rest of RM001 shows 
the detailed 
transformation (not 
shown)

http://www.genome.jp/kegg/reaction/rm001.html


Metabolic Networks are Modular!
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} There is a correspondence of chemical and genomic modules
} See correspondence between RM and M modules on previous slides

Modularity is a very important aspect of metabolic networks



Summary
} KEGG Database is rich in webbed biochemical and genetic information
} Pathways

} Reference maps are manually constructed
} specialized per organism

} Compounds
} Mol and KCF formats

} Reactions
} Reaction numbers, EC, K entries, RDM patterns, and RClass

} Modules
} M modules (based on K numbers)

} RM modules (based on chemistry)

} There is evidence of modularity both at the genetic and chemical levels
} There is correspondence between genetic and chemical modules
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